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Abstract. We have shown that in the inner belt the loss of asteroids from the ν6 secular resonance
and the 3:1 Jovian mean motion resonance accounts for the observation that the mean size of
the asteroids increases with increasing orbital inclination. We have used that observation to
constrain the Yarkovsky loss timescale and to show that the family asteroids are embedded in
a background population of old ghost families. We argue that all the asteroids in the inner belt
originated from a small number of asteroids and that the initial mass of the belt was similar
to that of the present belt. We also show that the observed size frequency distribution of the
Vesta asteroid family was determined by the action of Yarkovsky forces, and that the age of this
family is comparable to the age of the solar system.
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1. Introduction

Small fragments of many asteroids exist in our meteorite collections and while these
fragments provide invaluable information on the origin and evolution of the remnants of
the primitive building blocks that formed the rocky planets, some important dynamical
questions remain unanswered. Ideally, we would like to link specific meteorites or mete-
orite classes to known asteroids. In one case at least, given the strong links between 4
Vesta and the HED meteorites, that goal has been achieved (McSween et al. 2013). We
also have small samples of material from the near-Earth asteroid (NEA) Itokawa and
soon we expect to have samples from the NEAs Ryugu and Bennu. However, these small
NEAs are rubble-pile asteroids that originate from the collisional disruption of much
larger main-belt asteroids. One aim of this paper is to discuss some of the dynamical
constraints on the likely number of precursor asteroids in the inner main belt (IMB) that
are the root sources of a large fraction of the NEAs and meteorites.

We assume that the asteroids accreted in two separate reservoirs of carbonaceous (CC)
and non-carbonaceous (NC) material, interior and exterior to their current locations, and
were then scattered by planetary perturbations into the present belt (Walsh et al. 2011;
Kruijer et al. 2017). We also assume that after all planetary migration and the scat-
tering that resulted from that migration ceased, further evolution of the dynamically
excited belt was driven by: (1) the collisional and (2) the rotational destruction of aster-
oids (Dohnanyi 1969; Jacobson et al. 2014); (3) chaotic orbital evolution (Wisdom 1985;
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Figure 1. Panel (a): Scatter plot of the proper eccentricity e and the semimajor axis, a of
the asteroids in the IMB with absolute magnitude H < 15. The shaded zone on the left is the
Mars-crossing zone. Asteroids in that zone can, over time, cross the orbit of Mars. Panel (b):
Histogram of the semimajor axes of the asteroids in the Mars-crossing zone. Panel (c): non-family
asteroids in the IMB with H < 16.5 and high proper inclinations (Dermott et al. 2021).

Farinella et al. 1994; Morbidelli & Nesvorný 1999; Minton & Malhotra 2010); and (4)
Yarkovsky-driven transport of small asteroids to the escape hatches located at orbital res-
onances (Migliorini et al. 1998; Farinella & Vokrouhlický 1999; Vokrouhlický & Farinella
2000). Insight into this dynamical evolution and estimates of the loss timescales are gained
from an analysis of: (1) the observed variations with asteroid size of the mean orbital
inclinations and eccentricities of the non-family asteroids; and (2) the size-frequency dis-
tributions of the small asteroids in the major families (Dermott et al. 2018; Dermott et al.
2021); (3) the cosmic-ray exposure ages of meteorites (Eugster et al. 2006); (4) the spin
directions of near-Earth asteroids (Greenberg et al. 2020); and (5) the distribution of
family asteroids in a− 1/D space, where D is the asteroid diameter.

2. Asteroid size - orbital element correlations

The orbital eccentricities of main-belt asteroids are largely capped by the Mars-crossing
zone (Fig. 1a) indicating that Mars has scattered some asteroids into the inner solar
system. Most of the asteroids in the crossing-zone are in the inner main belt (IMB)
(Fig. 1b), suggesting that the IMB is a major source of near-Earth asteroids (NEAs)
and meteorites, a conclusion that is supported by the results of numerical investigations
of the likely escape routes (Gladman et al. 1997; Granvik et al. 2017, 2018). Using the
Hierarchical Clustering Method (HCM) developed by Zappala et al. (1990), Nesvorný
(2015) has classified about half of the asteroids in the IMB with absolute magnitudes,
H < 16.5 as family asteroids. But this fraction is an underestimate because some of the
remaining asteroids are halo asteroids (Nesvorný et al. 2015), that is, they are also family
asteroids, but because of the unavoidable limitations of the HCM it is not possible to
classify these asteroids unambiguously. The remaining asteroids that are neither family
nor halo asteroids are currently classified as non-family and an understanding of the
evolution of the asteroid belt is not complete without an understanding of the nature
and origin of these unclassified asteroids.

The family and halo asteroids are, by definition, tightly clustered in proper orbital
element space. However, the family asteroids in that space are embedded in a background
population of asteroids that could be members of old ghost families with dispersed orbital
elements. To explore this background population, we need to find windows in orbital
element space that are not obscured by the asteroids in the major families. Fortunately,
one very large window exists in the IMB where all the asteroids in the major families and
their halos have proper orbital inclinations, I < 9 deg (Dermott et al. 2018). In Fig. 1c,
we see that the remaining non-family asteroids in the IMB with I > 9 deg are bound in
a− I space by the ν6 secular resonance and the 3:1 Jovian mean motion resonance. These
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Figure 2. Panel (a): Quadratic polynomial fits to the SFDs of the asteroids in the Vesta family,
for non-family asteroids with high inclinations (I > 9 deg), and for asteroids in the Mars-crossing
zone. Panel (b): Comparison of the SFD of the non-family asteroids in the IMB with an estimate
of the SFD of the family asteroids when combined with the asteroids in their halos.

resonances are two of the major escape hatches for asteroids in the IMB (Gladman et al.
1997; Granvik et al. 2017, 2018), but a third escape route is provided by a dense web
of high-order Martian and Jovian resonances (Morbidelli & Nesvorný 1999; Milani et al.
2014) and we have argued that there is observational evidence that these high-order
resonances also provide a significant loss mechanism (Dermott et al. 2021).

The size-frequency distribution (SFD) of the high inclination non-family asteroids
shown in Fig. 2a shows a lack of small asteroids that is consistent with these asteroids
being members of old ghost families that have lost small asteroids through collisional
and rotational disruptions and the action of Yarkovsky forces. By assuming that the
number density in a− I space of the high-inclination, non-family asteroids shown in
Fig. 1c applies to the IMB as a whole, we have shown that the fraction of asteroids in
the IMB with H < 16.5 that are members of the major families or their halos is 76% and
that the remaining 24% of the asteroids in the IMB are members of old ghost families
(Dermott et al. 2021). If we further assume that the SFD of the high-inclination, non-
family asteroids shown in Fig. 2a applies to all the non-family asteroids in the IMB and
that the SFD of the halo asteroids (as a whole) is the same as that of the family mem-
bers, then we can compare the SFD of the ghost family members with that of the family
members and their halos. Accepting these simplifying assumptions, Fig. 2b shows that
the smaller asteroids in the IMB with H ∼ 16 are predominantly members of the major
families. However, for asteroids with H <∼ 12 and diameters, D>∼ 16 km this is not the
case. This has several implications. Firstly, the probability of an asteroid that is currently
classified as a family member being a family interloper increases with increasing asteroid
size. Secondly, the fractions of the asteroids that are currently classified as S-type or
C-type, etc., could change with asteroid size (see DeMeo & Carry 2014). Thirdly, our
estimate of the number of asteroids that are the root sources of the NEAs and mete-
orites that originate from the IMB depends on the typical size of the asteroids whose
disruption resulted in the injection of NEAs and meteorites into the inner solar system.
Here, because the cosmic ray exposure ages of meteorites (Eugster et al. 2006) are much
less than the ages of the asteroid families, we assume that the NEAs and meteorites do
not originate directly from the initial disruptions of the root precursor asteroids, that is,
from the events that formed the families, but from secondary disruptions of the family
members. If the secondary asteroids were totally disrupted and typically had diameters
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Figure 3. Panel (a): Variation with absolute magnitude, H of the mean proper inclination
of the high inclination (I > 9 deg), non-family asteroids. The data is shown binned in H, but
the slope has been determined from the individual points in the range 16.5>H > 13.5. Panel
(b): Variation with proper inclination, I of the mean absolute magnitude, H of the all the
non-family asteroids in the IMB. Panel (c): Variation with absolute magnitude, H of the mean
proper eccentricity of the high inclination (I > 9 deg), non-family asteroids with e > 0.18. Panel
(d) A similar plot to Panel (c) for those asteroids with e < 0.18 (Dermott et al. 2021).

∼ 1 km, as suggested by Jenniskens (2020), then these asteroids were most likely members
of the 5 or 6 major families currently dominating the IMB in that size range (Fig. 2b).
This estimate of the number of precursors is small and could be reduced even further
by considering the proximity of the major families to the most likely escape hatches.
However, if the meteorite sources were larger, then we must also consider the asteroids
in the ghost families as possible precursors, and this increases our estimated number of
root precursors to <∼ 20 (Dermott et al. 2021).

Asteroids are lost from the IMB through at least four mechanisms: collisional and
rotational destruction, chaotic orbital evolution, and Yarkovsky-driven transport of small
asteroids to the resonant escape hatches. The timescales of these loss mechanisms are
uncertain and there is a need for observational constraints. Of particular interest are the
observed correlations between the mean asteroid sizes and their proper orbital elements.
In Fig. 3a, we see that the mean proper inclination of the high-inclination (I > 9 deg),
non-family asteroids in the IMB increases with increasing asteroid size. In contrast, in
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Fig. 3c we see that the mean proper eccentricity of the high-eccentricity asteroids (that
also have high inclination), increases with decreasing asteroid size. The size-inclination
correlation can be accounted for by the action of Yarkovsky forces driving small asteroids
to the two bounding resonances (Dermott et al. 2021). The length of the escape route
(Fig. 1c) decreases with increasing inclination and this leads, inevitably, to a correlation
between the sizes and inclinations of the remaining asteroids. The distribution of the
asteroids in a− I space shown in Fig. 1c appears to be approximately uniform. If we
assume that the initial distribution was also uniform, that is, not dependent on a or I,
then the observed size-inclination correlation is determined by the Yarkovsky timescale
alone and this timescale can be determined without knowing the initial SFD. We write

1

a

da

dt
= ±

( 1

TY

)(1 km

D

)α
, (1)

where TY is the Yarkovsky timescale and the coefficient α is determined by the size
dependence of the Yarkovsky force. The other loss mechanisms that do not depend on
the orbital inclination include the net effect of catastrophic destruction and creation, and
rotational disruption. These loss mechanisms are size dependent and should be modeled
separately, but we are able to show that, in the size range that we model, Yarkovsky loss
is the dominant loss mechanism and therefore it is expedient to reduce the number of
variables in our models by writing

1

N(D)

dN(D)

dt
= −

( 1

TL

)(1 km

D

)β
, (2)

where TL is the timescale of the combined inclination-independent loss mechanisms and
N(D) is the number of asteroids of diameter D.

Some of our model results, obtained using both loss mechanisms, are shown in Fig. 4.
By adjusting the values of the five parameters b, α, TY, β, TL, we can account for
both the observed size-inclination correlation (Figs. 4c and 4f) and the observed SFD
(Fig. 4b). These results show that for asteroids with absolute magnitudes in the range
13.5<H < 16.5, Yarkovsky transport of asteroids to the resonant escape hatches is the
dominant loss mechanism (Fig. 4a). This conclusion is supported by the model results
shown in Figs. 4d and 4e in which we use the Yarkovsky loss mechanism alone. For
asteroids with H < 16.5 the inclination-independent asteroid loss mechanism has only a
small effect on the fit for the SFD, and no effect on the observed asteroid size-inclination
correlation. There is a large difference to the SFD fit for those asteroids with H > 16.5,
but, at present, these very small asteroids are observationally incomplete. When the
IMB completeness level has been extended from H = 16.5 to, say, H = 18, we will be
able to constrain the loss timescales for the collisional and rotational disruption of the
asteroids.

Using both loss mechanisms, we calculate that if these mechanisms have operated
without change over the age of the solar system, then the Yarkovsky loss timescale,
TY needed to account for the size-inclination correlation is 13.4 Gyr. This timescale is
unacceptably longer than the result, TY ≈ 4 Gyr for asteroids with a= 2.4 au derived
from the value that Greenberg et al. (2020) obtained from an analysis of the orbital
evolution of 247 small NEAs. If the Yarkovsky timescale was as short as 4 Gyr, then many
more asteroids would have been lost from the IMB and the size-inclination correlation
would have been much stronger. We have argued that the most likely explanation for
this large discrepancy is that the asteroids in the IMB are not as old the solar system
but are collision products and members of old ghost families. However, this explanation
for the observed size-inclination correlation needs to be explored further. Previously, we
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Figure 4. Models for the depletion of all the high-inclination, non-family asteroids in the IMB
due to a Yarkovsky force that changes the semimajor axes on a timescale TY, and all other loss
mechanisms that do not depend on the proper inclination, I and result in the loss of asteroids
on a timescale TL. α and β describe the dependence of these two timescales on the asteroid
diameter.

argued that the asteroid size-orbital element correlations of the non-family asteroids in
the IMB are evidence for the existence of ghost families (Dermott et al. 2018), because
if we had, say, two families and the members in one family had a common inclination
that was different from the common inclination of the members in the second family,
and if these two families had different SFDs, then merging these two families could
result in a ghost family with correlated inclinations and sizes. The difference between
these two ideas is that the Yarkovsky loss model results, inevitably, in a size-inclination
correlation of predictable sign and magnitude, whereas with the second idea a correlation
of unpredictable sign and magnitude is only a possibility. If the number of merged families
increases, then the possibility of a significant correlation due to the second mechanism
alone decreases. However, what these two ideas have in common is that they both argue
for the existence of ghost families, and we now need to examine other evidence for the
existence of these families.

Figure 5 is a scatter plot of the high-inclination, IMB asteroids in e− I space. Using
the WISE albedos (Masiero et al. 2014), these asteroids have been separated into CC and
NC groups. About 12% of the asteroids are members of small families (Figs. 5a and 5b).
The remaining 88% (Figs. 5c and 5d) are non-family asteroids. Inspection of this figure
shows that some of the CC non-family asteroids could be halo asteroids originating
from the Klio and Chaldaea families, but some other apparent clumps could be large
ghost families. The SFDs of the non-family CC and NC asteroids are shown in Fig. 6.
These SFDs are significantly different which could indicate families of different ages.
However, this is not a reliable conclusion because only about half of the IMB asteroids
with H < 16.5 have WISE albedos and therefore the data set is incomplete and not bias
free. A more reliable indication of the existence of ghost families is the observation that
the CC and NC asteroids have markedly different mean eccentricities and inclinations
(Dermott et al. 2021).
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Figure 5. The asteroids in the IMB with high inclinations have been divided into two groups
of CC and NC asteroids according to their WISE albedos, A (Masiero et al. 2014). CC have
A< 0.13 and NC have A> 0.13. The panels show e and I scatter plots of all the asteroids with
H > 16.5 divided into CC and NC family and non-family groups.
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Figure 7. Panel (a): model for the loss of the Vesta family asteroids due to a Yarkovsky force
that changes the semimajor axis on a timescale TY, and to all other loss mechanisms that do
not depend on the proper inclination that change the semimajor axis on a timescale TL. α and
β describe the dependence of these timescales on the asteroid diameter, D. The constant b is
the slope of the initial SFD and c is a normalizing constant that determines the total number
of asteroids in the distribution.

3. The age of the Vesta asteroid family

The asteroid families were created either by collisional disruptions or by cratering
events on large asteroids. In either case, if we assume that the SFD of the small asteroids
in a family was initially linear on a log-log scale, as observed for the young Massalia
family, then our models allow us to determine the age of the family and the initial slope,
b of the incremental SFD that we assume had the form

log dN = bH + c, (3)

where dN is the number of asteroids in a box of width dH and c is a constant for asteroids
with the same albedo. Because the asteroids in a family have, by definition, approximately
the same inclination, and because the slope, b of the initial SFD is an unknown parameter,
we only have one observational constraint on our model and that is the current SFD.
Model results for the SFD of the Vesta family (Fig. 2) are particularly interesting. This
family was probably formed by the impact that created the giant ∼500 km diameter and
∼20 km deep Rheasilvia basin that overlies and partially obscures the smaller (∼400 km
diameter) and older Veneneia crater (Marchi et al. 2012). Our model results are shown
in Fig. 7. We allow that the age of the family, tVesta, the initial slope of the SFD, b, and
the timescale of the inclination-independent loss mechanism, TL, are free parameters, but
set α= 1, β = 2 and TY to the best-fitting value derived from the model for the high-
inclination (I > 9 deg), non-family asteroids shown in Fig. 4. The results are only partly
satisfactory because our best-fit solution has b= 0.65 which is slightly greater than the
upper limit, b= 0.6, determined by the condition that the total mass in the distribution
cannot be infinite (Durda & Dermott 1997). Noting that our models only derive ratios
of timescales, our best model (Fig. 7) gives

tVesta/TY = 0.33 ± 0.015. (4)

If we assume that the mean density of the Vestoids is 2850 kg m−3 (Jenniskens et al.
2021) - a value that is larger than the density of 2000 kg m−3 assumed in our earlier
paper (Dermott et al. 2021), then using the Greenberg et al. (2020) NEA observations
and their estimate that the thermal efficiency, ξ = 0.12, we estimate that TY = 6 Gyr and
tVesta = 2.0 ± 0.1 Gyr. This age is greater than the age ∼1.3 Gyr obtained from Vesta
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Figure 8. V-shaped distributions in 1/D− a space of the asteroids in the Erigone, Massalia
and Vesta families with no limit on H. Diameters, D have been calculated assuming albedos
of 0.06, 0.22 and 0.35 for, respectively, Erigone, Massalia and Vesta. The V-shaped lines for
Massalia correspond to the fit determined by Milani et al. (2014). The lower panels are the
corresponding number density plots with linear spacing of the contour plots.

surface crater counts (Marchi et al. 2012). However, the difference between these two
age estimates could be even larger. Using the NEA orbital evolution timescale implies
that the orbital evolution rates are constant, and we consider that to be unlikely. The
NEA observations do not allow for asteroid disruptions or for changes in the asteroid spin
directions and therefore the NEA observations are not applicable to the small asteroids in
a family that is old. Thus, our estimate of the age of the Vesta family is likely to be a sig-
nificant underestimate. We note that for both the high-inclination, non-family asteroids
and the Vesta family, tevol/TY = 1/3 (where tevol is the average time of orbital evolution),
consistent with our argument that both groups of asteroids have had similar evolutionary
histories and therefore that both have ages comparable with the age of the solar system.

We support this conclusion by considering the dynamical evolution of small asteroids
due to mechanisms other than Yarkovsky driven orbital evolution. The observations and
models shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 7 reveal that the incremental SFDs of all the family
and non-family asteroids are close to peaks at H = 16.5. For asteroids with H < 16.5,
Yarkovsky loss is the dominant loss mechanism. The asteroids with H > 16.5 may not
be observationally complete, but our models suggest that the number of small asteroids
drops off sharply with increasing H. Small asteroids may be created by the disruption of
larger asteroids, but this must be at a rate less than the loss rate. The distributions in
a− 1/D space of the asteroids in the Erigone, Massalia and Vesta families are shown in
Fig. 8. The three sets of V-shaped lines correspond to ages of 1.6 108 Gyr (Erigone), 1.6
108 Gyr (Massalia) and 1.3 109 Gyr (Vesta). These ages were calculated using Yarkovsky
timescales calculated from the NEA observations (Greenberg et al. 2020) for asteroids
with a= 2.4 au, assuming asteroid densities of 1570 kg m−3 (Erigone), 3000 kg m−3

(Massalia) and 2850 kg m−3 (Vesta, Jenniskens et al. (2021)). These three families were
formed by cratering events (Spoto et al. 2015). However, their distributions in a− 1/D
space show significant differences. In Fig. 8a, we see that in the young Erigone family,
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the distribution of the larger asteroids with inverse diameters, 1/D <∼, 0.5 has two well-
separated lobes and a central depletion, consistent with orbital evolution at a constant
rate driven by Yarkovsky forces without significant asteroid disruptions or changes in spin
direction. However, for the smaller asteroids with 1/D >∼ 0.5, we see an absence of a central
depletion suggesting that these very small asteroids have experienced significant changes
in their spin directions and/or collisional disruptions with the result that their orbital
evolution may have been more of a random walk (Marzari et al. 2020; Dermott et al.
2021; Dell’Oro et al. 2021). We also see an absence of very small asteroids with high
1/D at the two extremes of the V-shaped distribution (marked in Fig. 8a with an A)
suggesting, perhaps, that the very small asteroids in the family experienced disruptions
preventing them from evolving to those extreme locations. However, this conclusion is
not secure because any collisional disruption of the larger asteroids in the family would
have produced an enhancement of the number density of small asteroids with high 1/D
in the central region of the V-shaped distribution. In Fig. 8b, we observe that the young
Massalia family has a distribution like that of the Erigone family, although for this family
the loss of the central depletion occurs for those asteroids with 1/D >∼ 1.2. Significantly,
in Fig. 8c, we see that the distribution for the Vesta family is markedly different from
both young families. For Vesta, the central depletion is absent at all diameters suggesting
that most of the small asteroids in the Vesta family have experienced collisional evolution
and/or significant changes in their spin directions, supporting our argument, based on
the observed SFD, that the Vesta family could have an age comparable with the age of
the solar system.

The plots in Fig. 8 for the Erigone and Massalia families contain information on the
dynamical evolution of the families in addition to their ages. This may allow us to
determine the timescale, TL of the combined inclination-independent loss mechanisms
separately from our estimate of the Yarkovsky loss timescale, but this information may
only be useful when the observational completeness limit has been extended to, say,
H ∼ 18. The Erigone and Massalia families have approximately the same mean semimajor
axis. Therefore, the degree of completeness of each family for a given value of H should
be closely similar, although we note that the Erigone family has a mean eccentricity,
e= 0.191 which is slightly greater than the mean value, e= 0.142, of the Massalia family,
making the Erigone family asteroids slightly easier to discover. Current estimates of the
observational completeness limit at a= 2.4 au are H = 16.5 (Dermott et al. 2018) and
H = 17.6 (Hendler & Malhotra 2020). For families with ages greater than the timescale
for the loss of asteroids of diameter DL due to mechanisms other than Yarkovsky loss,
we should observe a drop off in the number density of asteroids in a− 1/D space of
those asteroids with diameters D<DL, consistent with the observed shape of the SFD.
For Erigone, which is a C-type asteroid with an albedo, A 0.06, there is a marked drop
off in the number of asteroids with H >∼ 17.0, whereas for Massalia, which is an S-type
asteroid with A 0.22, the drop off occurs for those asteroids with H >∼ 18.0. These values
of H correspond to diameters ∼2.2 km for Erigone and ∼0.7 km for Massalia. While
recognizing that for H >∼ 17.0 the distributions may be observationally incomplete, it is
worth discussing the information that will be available when the completeness limit is
extended to H ∼ 18.0.

The Erigone and Massalia families both appear to have an age of ∼1.6 108 Myr,
although this estimate assumes that the Yarkovsky timescale can be deduced from the
NEA observations with allowance for the differences in the mean densities, but with no
allowance for possible differences in their thermal efficiencies, even though these asteroids
are of different types. We also note that the mean value of the thermal efficiencies of the
NEAs is an average value that does not distinguish between NEAs of different types.
The number of asteroids with H < 16.5 in the Massalia family is 1450, whereas the
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corresponding number in the Erigone family is 777. This difference of a factor of 2 is
not enough to account for the observation that the number of asteroids in the Massalia
family with H > 17.5 is 1859, whereas for the Erigone family the number is 166. If this
large difference is not due solely to observational selection, then it suggests that C-type
asteroids of a given diameter are easier to disrupt than S-type asteroids. We note that
Morbidelli et al. (1997) consider that there is observational evidence that C-type NEAs
may be easier to disrupt than S-type NEAs.

Small asteroids are lost through Yarkovsky forces, rotational disruption, and catas-
trophic collisions. With respect to the latter mechanism, we note that because of their
near identical locations in the IMB, that only differ because of the small differences in
their mean eccentricities and inclinations, the two families are impacted by a common
population of asteroids. If the asteroids are rubble-piles, then the critical mass, m of the
asteroid bullet needed to overcome the gravitational forces binding an asteroid of mass
M is given by

f
1

2
mV 2 =

12GM2

5D
, (5)

where V is the impact velocity and f is the fraction of the kinetic energy available to
disrupt the larger asteroid. This implies that the critical diameter for asteroids of a given
age varies as

DL ∝
(
f

ρ2

)1/5

, (6)

where ρ is the bulk density. Thus, DL increases with decreasing density and increasing
f , but to account for C-type and S-type asteroids in families of approximately the same
age having values of DL that differ by a factor as large as 2, we need f/ρ2 to differ by
a factor of 25. If we ignore the differences in the values DL and assume that for both
families the number drop-off occurs for DL ∼ 1 km, then the collisional lifetime of these
1 km asteroids is ∼1.6 108 yr, the estimated age of the families. Jacobson et al. (2014)
argue that collisional disruption is not the dominant loss mechanism because YORP
forces increase the spin rates and drive asteroids to destruction on a timescale given by

TYORP = 10Myr
( D

1 km

)2

. (7)

This is a factor ∼10 less than our very rough estimate of the non-Yarkovsky loss timescale
and a timescale as small as 107 yr appears to conflict with the observations. However,
these conclusions are not firm, partly because of possible observational incompleteness,
but also because it is not known how the Yarkovsky loss timescale, that determines the
age of the families, varies with asteroid type.

4. Martian mean motion resonances

Greenberg et al. (2020) determined from observations of the orbital evolution of 247
NEAs that the ratio of the retrograde to prograde spins of these objects is as high as
2.7+0.3

−0.7 and argued, following Nugent et al. (2012) and Fanocchia et al. (2013), that
this ratio places bounds on the fraction of the NEAs that are scattered into the inner
solar system through the ν6 secular resonance. If this resonance and the Jovian 3:1
mean motion resonance were the only escape hatches from the IMB, and if asteroids
with both retrograde and prograde spins escape through the 3:1 resonance, but only
asteroids with retrograde spins and shrinking semimajor axes escape through the ν6
resonance, then their conclusion that the ν6 resonance is the dominant escape route is
valid. However, in the IMB we observe that the mean proper eccentricity of the non-
family asteroids increases with decreasing asteroid size (Fig. 3c). In addition, the proper
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Figure 9. Panel (a): Scatter plot of the proper eccentricities and semimajor axes of the asteroids
near the Martian 1:2 mean motion resonance (no limit on H). The mask shown in the top panel
is based on the maximum libration width of the strongest term in the disturbing function of the
resonance. By sliding this mask through the asteroid population, we compare the mean values
of the number density, the mean absolute magnitude, the mean proper eccentricity, and the
mean proper inclination of those asteroids trapped in the resonance with those of their near
neighbors. Panel (b): A similar plot based on sliding the same mask through the osculating
orbital elements.

inclinations of the asteroids in the Mars-crossing zone have distributions in a− I space
like those of the asteroids in the major families and, for asteroids with the observed
distribution of semimajor axes, the inclinations are mostly too low for the asteroids
to have entered the Mars-crossing zone through the ν6 resonance. Following the work
of Morbidelli & Nesvorný (1999), we have argued that these two observations suggest
that the escape of asteroids through a dense web of high-order mean motion resonances
may be a significant loss mechanism. Yarkovsky forces will feed the asteroids into these
high-order resonances, and it may be that the asteroids with retrograde spins experience
increases in their eccentricities and escape at a greater rate than those with prograde
spins. However, obtaining numerical results to support this suggestion, that consider
the passage of asteroids through many high-order resonances, and include both point-
mass gravitational forces, that do not depend on the sense of asteroid rotation, and
size-dependent Yarkovsky forces, is a task that has not yet been undertaken.

Here, we discuss the simpler problem of the dynamics of the Martian 1:2 mean motion
resonance. Gallardo (2007); Gallardo et al. (2011) was the first to show that, in contrast
to the prominent Kirkwood gaps in the main belt, this Martian resonance has a large
excess of asteroids and the asteroids in the resonance have different mean sizes, mean
eccentricities, and mean inclinations from those of their non-resonant near-neighbors.
These observed differences can be quantified precisely, and with further work they could
shed light on the role of the Martian mean motion resonances in the dynamical evolution
of the IMB. The top panel in Fig. 9a is a scatter plot of the proper eccentricities and
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semimajor axes of the asteroids close to the Martian 1:2 mean motion resonance (no
limit on H). Note that this plot contains 14,479 asteroids and has a total width of only
∼0.02 au. The mask shown in this panel is based on the maximum libration width of
the strongest term in the disturbing function of the resonance, calculated using the full
disturbing function with the simplifying assumption that the orbits are coplanar.

The approximate width, Δa of the 1:2 first-order resonance that defines the libration
mask is given by

Δa

a
= 0.00341

√
e. (8)

By sliding the libration mask through the asteroid population, we can compare the mean
values of the number density, the mean absolute magnitude, the mean proper eccentricity,
and the mean proper inclination of the asteroids trapped in the resonance, defined here
as lying within the libration mask, with those of their near-neighbors. We observe that
the number of asteroids residing in the resonance is clearly excessive, and that those
asteroids have higher mean proper eccentricities, are smaller, and have lower mean proper
inclinations, than their near-neighbors. The plots in Fig. 9a are based on the synthetic
proper orbital elements obtained by Knežević & Milani (2000) by numerically integrating
the orbits of the planets and asteroids over millions of years and extracting the forced
and proper elements by filtering. Their integrations do not include Yarkovsky forces,
even though, for very small asteroids, the effects of these forces may not be negligible.
One could question the use of proper, or long-term average, orbital elements when any
analysis of the dynamics of resonance involves the osculating elements. For those reasons,
in Fig. 9b we have included plots based on the osculating elements. The changes that we
observe with the osculating elements are like those obtained with the proper elements
shown in Fig. 9a, although there are differences in the magnitudes of those changes. In
future work, involving the numerical integration of the orbits of the asteroids as they
evolve through the resonance under the action of Yarkovsky forces, the observations for
the osculating orbits should prove to be the most useful because they can be compared
directly with the results of the numerical integrations without the use of any filters.

The dynamics of first-order resonance involving satellites with small eccentricities and
well-separated libration frequencies and widths, such that only one resonant argument
needs to be retained in the analysis, has had many successful applications. But the
Martian 1:2 resonance for asteroids with moderate eccentricities is a multiplet consisting
of many significant overlapping resonances and those methods cannot be universally
applied. For example, simple first-order theory predicts that capture into resonance can
occur only if asteroids are evolving on converging orbits, that is, towards the resonance
and towards Mars (Murray & Dermott 1999), and that the probability of capture into
resonance decreases markedly with increasing eccentricity. But Gallardo et al. (2011) has
shown through numerical integrations that capture into resonance can occur for asteroids
with large eccentricities, evolving on both converging and diverging orbits. We observe
that the libration mask, based on a single resonant argument, does give a good account
of the distribution of the proper eccentricities for e≤ 0.2 (Fig. 9a), but breaks down
for higher eccentricities. This could be partly because gravitational interactions between
the Martian 1:2 resonance and the 3:1 Jovian resonance result in two series of 3-body
resonances with asteroid frequencies, nA given by

nA − 3nJ = k(nM − 2nA), (9)

where the integer k= ±(1, 2, 3, ...) and the mean motions of the asteroid, Mars and
Jupiter are denoted, respectively, by nA, nM and nJ. These 3-body resonances have
mean motions, nA either greater or less than nM/2, depending on the sign of k. As |k|
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Figure 10. Plots of the variation of the excess number of asteroids trapped in the 1:2 Martian
resonance with, on the left, absolute magnitude and, on the right, orbital eccentricity. The upper
and lower plots show, respectively, the proper and the osculating elements.

increases, the separation of neighboring resonances, ΔnA decreases as

ΔnA = (nM/2 − nA)/k (10)

and both series converge on the Martian 1:2 resonance. These 3-body resonances account
for the columns of asteroids with e∼ 0.2 shown in Fig. 9a. As |k| increases, the 3-body
multiplets become close enough to overlap, resulting in a highly chaotic zone that extends
well beyond the bounds of the libration mask. This could account for the observed lack
of asteroids with e >∼ 0.2 immediately outside of those bounds (Fig. 9a).

The number of asteroids shown in Fig. 9 is 14,479 (no limit on H). This number is
so high that we can usefully divide the population into several subgroups. In Fig. 10 we
show, using both the proper and the osculating orbital elements, how the number excess
in the libration mask varies with absolute magnitude and eccentricity. If we consider
the passage of the asteroids through the resonance as a flow problem, then the ratio of
the observed to the expected number of asteroids in the mask, No/Ne , is determined
by the ratio of the average time, Δtmask that the asteroids reside within the mask to
the time needed by the asteroids to traverse the width of the mask in the absence of the
resonance, as determined by the Yarkovsky timescale. This argument does not require
the asteroids to have a common direction of flow. From eqns. (1) and (8), we obtain

Δtmask = 0.00341(No/Ne)Ty(D/1 km)
√
e. (11)
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Figure 11. These plots are similar to those shown in Figure 9 and use the proper elements of
the asteroids in (a) the Nysa-Polana-Eulalia family complex, (b) the Massalia family, and (c)
the Vesta family (no limit on H).

The mean osculating e of the asteroids in Fig. 10b is 0.166. Assuming an average albedo,
A of 0.13, H = 16 corresponds to a diameter, D of 2 km. The observed number excess for
H = 16 shown in Fig. 10b is 1.2. Assuming that Ty = 4 Gyr, we calculate that Δtmask = 13
Myr. This is probably less than both the collisional lifetime and the timescale for changes
in the spin directions, suggesting that the changes due to the resonance that we observe in
Fig. 10 are caused solely by the actions of gravitational forces and Yarkovsky forces. Thus,
it should be possible, through numerical experiments, to determine the magnitudes of
the Yarkovsky forces from the observations. However, we need to discuss some problems
with this suggestion.

In Fig. 9, we observe that the resonance has an excess number of asteroids and that
the asteroids are, on average, smaller than their neighbors. This suggests that Yarkovsky
forces transport small asteroids to the resonance, and this is supported by the observa-
tions shown in Fig. 10 that the various changes are size dependent. We also observe an
increase in the mean eccentricity. Point-mass gravitational forces acting alone on asteroids
trapped in the Martian 1:2 resonance increase the dispersions of the eccentricities and
inclinations, but they do not change their mean values (Christou et al. 2020). However,
if the spin directions of the asteroids in the resonance are not random, then Yarkovsky
forces will act to change the mean eccentricities, but the changes in the mean inclinations
will be very much less than any changes in the mean eccentricities, and this conflicts with
the observations. However, the large changes in the mean inclination observed in Fig. 9
can be explained by the existence of discrete families in the IMB. Consider two fami-
lies of comparable size that have distinctly different mean inclinations and eccentricities.
In Fig. 10 we observe that the number excess varies with eccentricity. Therefore, if the
families have different mean eccentricities, then we might expect these families to have
different number excesses and it follows that the mean inclination of the combined fam-
ilies outside of the resonance will differ from that of the asteroids in the resonance, even
though the change in the mean inclination of each family is zero.

We support this argument by analyzing the distributions of the asteroids in the separate
families. When we separate the asteroids shown in Fig. 9 into families, we observe that
in each case the change in the mean inclination is zero. Fig. 11a is for the Nysa-Polana-
Eulalia complex, which consists of at least two families, but these families have a common
mean eccentricity and this may explain why the inclination change is zero. Fig. 11b is for
the Massalia family, a young family that appears to be devoid of any secondary families.
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For this family, we observe a large number excess and an increase in the mean eccentricity,
but zero change in the mean inclination. However, for this family we also observe zero
change in the mean size of the asteroids in the libration mask as compared with their near-
neighbors, undermining the argument that small asteroids are preferentially transported
to and trapped in the resonance. In Fig. 8, we observe that Massalia, the source of the
family, is very close to the 1:2 resonance. Therefore, asteroids could have been injected
directly into the resonance by the cratering event that formed Massalia family and some
of the asteroids now in the resonance may be the survivors of that event.

We have argued that the Vesta family may have an age comparable with the age
of the solar system. Fig. 11c shows that for this family, the change in the mean incli-
nation is zero, but we also observe that there are no significant differences between
the asteroids in the libration mask and those outside of the mask: there is no num-
ber excess, no change in mean size and no change in mean eccentricity. One difference
between this family and the other major families in the IMB, is that Vesta has a com-
paratively low eccentricity. There are two first-order resonances associated with the 1:2
resonance: one resonance involves the eccentricity of the asteroid, while the other involves
the eccentricity of Mars. Our analysis of the distribution of the proper elements of the
asteroids in the resonance shows that for eA >∼ 0.1 the resonances predominantly involve
the eccentricity, eA of the asteroid, whereas for eA <∼ 0.1 the resonances predominantly
involve the eccentricity, eM of Mars. We conclude that while an analysis of the dynamics
of the mean motion resonances in the IMB could yield information on the Yarkovsky
timescales, there are important differences between the interactions of the separate fam-
ily asteroids with these resonances and each family and each resonance needs a separate
analysis.

5. Discussion

Our analysis of the distributions of the orbital elements and sizes of the high-inclination
non-family asteroids in the inner main belt suggests that these asteroids belong to old
ghost families with dispersed orbital elements. The observations that support this con-
clusion are: (1) the lack of small asteroids; (2) the mean size of the asteroids increases
with increasing orbital inclination; and (3) the CC and NC asteroids in the population,
as defined by their WISE albedos, have significantly different proper eccentricity and
proper inclination distributions. This analysis supports the work of Delbó et al. (2019)
who, using independent arguments, reached some of the same conclusions. They searched
for correlations between the semimajor axes and the inverse sizes of asteroids and found
evidence for two previously unknown families in the inner main belt among the moderate-
albedo X-complex asteroids. Delbó et al. (2017) also detected a small, old family of large
dark asteroids in the inner main belt.

We have shown that the action of Yarkovsky forces driving small asteroids to the ν6
secular resonance and the 3:1 Jovian mean motion resonance can account for the obser-
vation that the mean size of these asteroids increases with increasing orbital inclination.
However, if we assume that the Yarkovsky forces acted on the asteroids over the age of the
solar system, then the Yarkovsky timescale obtained from the observed size-inclination
correlation is much longer than that expected from observations of the orbital evolution
of NEAs. We conclude that either the spin directions of the asteroids were not constant
over the age of the solar system, or that these asteroids originate from the disruption of
larger asteroids and their ages are therefore less than the age of the solar system, or that
both explanations are valid. However, we note that the CC and NC asteroids in the inner
belt, as defined by their WISE albedos, have significantly different proper eccentricity
and proper inclination distributions and this suggests that all the asteroids in the inner
belt originate from a small number of large asteroids. This result has implications for the
number of root sources of meteorites and NEAs.
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Figure 12. Variation with absolute magnitude, H of the mean proper eccentricity and the
mean proper inclination of the family and non-family asteroids in the central main belt with
2.50<a< 2.82 au.

For asteroids in the inner belt with absolute magnitudes in the range 13.5<H < 16.5,
we have shown that Yarkovsky transport of asteroids to the resonant escape hatches
is the dominant asteroid loss mechanism and that other, inclination-independent, loss
mechanisms have only a small effect on the observed SFD, and no effect on the observed
asteroid size-inclination correlation. This result implies that the initial mass of the inner
belt was like that of the present inner belt. However, the current observational complete-
ness of the IMB is less than H = 18, and until that higher completeness limit is achieved
it may be difficult to constrain the collisional and rotational disruption timescales. We
have discussed the distribution of asteroids in a− 1/D space and suggested that these
distributions could give information on the timescale for changes in the spin directions
and on the collisional disruption timescales. We note that the same information could be
obtained from an analysis of the distributions of family asteroids in proper orbital ele-
ment space. For example, Pavela et al. (2014) have analysed the evolution of the Karma
family asteroids in a− I space and shown that some regions of this space appear to lack
small asteroids. They suggested that this could be due to observational incompleteness,
but another explanation for this interesting result is that some small asteroids are absent
because they have been disrupted. If that is the case, then knowing the age of the family,
we should be able to constrain the asteroid loss timescale.

If we allow that the asteroids in the Vesta family, like those in the putative inner belt
ghost families, have experienced collisional disruptions and/or changes in their spin direc-
tions, then the observed size frequency distribution of the Vesta family can be accounted
for by the action of Yarkovsky forces, but only if, in addition, the age of this family is
comparable to the age of the solar system. This result conflicts with an estimate of the
age of the family that has been derived from surface crater counts, a result obtained by
assuming that the population of impactors in the solar system has remained constant.
Thus, our result calls into question the reliability of that dating method. To derive the
age of the Vesta family, we have assumed that the initial SFD was linear on a log-log
scale, an assumption that is supported by the observed SFD of the young Massalia family.
From our analysis, we deduce that the initial slope of the Vesta family SFD was similar
to that of the Massalia family, but we have not given a reason why families created by
cratering events should necessarily have similar initial SFDs.

In this paper, we have only discussed the observed correlations of the orbital elements
and asteroid sizes in the IMB, but these correlations are not confined to the IMB. In
Fig. 12, we show that for the asteroids in the central main belt, with semimajor axes
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in the range 2.50<a< 2.82 au, the mean proper inclination of the non-family asteroids
increases with mean asteroid size. We observe that the correlations for the family and
non-family asteroids are similar, suggesting that some of the non-family asteroids are
halo asteroids, but this needs further analysis. In the central main belt, we do not have a
configuration of secular and mean motion resonances like that which exists in the IMB, so
it may be that ghost families with different mean proper eccentricities and mean proper
inclinations and different SFDs determine the observed correlations.
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